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Aim of the synthesis work
• An overview on possible approaches and planning
solutions for applying of LSI within planning and
governance of coastal and marine areas
• 6 demonstration cases, holistic cases including
diverse methods

• Relating to some field of blue growth (e.g. coastal
tourism, renewable energy).

Issues and capacities towards sustainable marine spaces
• Interlinked scales of coastal change. Communication between stakeholders across diverse scales of
decision-making about coastal landscape and marine space. Resources required
• A narrow definition of ‘culture’ in MSP frameworks, which tend to focus on tangible objects in sea.
This gaze hinders more holistic approaches
• Lack of systematic and permanent involvement of marine-based entrepreneurship’s perspective in
costal and marine planning. Possibility towards integrated clusters
• Blue economy stakeholders can have conflicting concerns on cultural sustainability, e.g.
simultaneously to maintain traditional heritage and promote mass tourism
• Importance of trust and social capital in building collaborations towards sustainable land-sea
interactions. Issue of care bound to coastal landscapes

The gained knowledge and practice-based solutions from LSA cases
• Ways of mitigating intensified tourism flows and possible climate change effects. But also ways of
associating coastal tourism with areas of marginalisation, nature protection and seasonality
• Ways of involving maritime related entrepreneurship perspective to a larger extent in knowledge
creation and mapping of spatial aspects of blue growth
• Trade-off analysis between different values and qualities of coastal landscapes (e.g. participatory
mapping, scenarios, and ecosystem service approach)

• Suggestions about possibilities in approaching cultural values in the planning processes of marine
spaces
• Know-how about role of arts in vitalisation of historical waterfront area

Lessons learned about coastal governance
• Cultural functions and their land-sea constellations be made more explicit in MSP process. Capacity
building for planners and also for empowering diverse stakeholders.
• Instead of extending marine infrastructure and its terrestrial nodes, to use the potential for sharing
existing interfaces of land-sea connections.
• Need of holistic planning approaches which integrate current (and potential) infrastructure, cultural
values and complex land-sea coexistances.
• The application of MSP framework concerns all levels of spatial planning. In practice, the role of local,
regional or inter-regional scale often uncertain. Significant mandate given to national level.
• Covid-19 restrictions affected blue economy related process and also forced to modify research methods.
Posed questions about resilience and potentials of maritime tourism.
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